On March 7, 2016, uniQure has signed the lease agreement to relocate their NL offices to Paasheuvelweg 25, Amsterdam, opposite of the AMC. In total more than 9,000 m2 office space will be transformed into offices, cleanroom and laboratory areas!

uniQure has chosen to implement D/DOCK’s Healing Office® concept, a design approach that focuses on the individual health and happiness of employees by creating an environment that boosts positive emotions and facilitates behavioral changes, beneficial to a long-lasting healthy lifestyle.

The new floors will include an experience area, the uniQlub and a winter garden with a wide view over a green atrium that will be used to optimally connect the 6 floors in the building. The office and lab elements are fully integrated to match the uniQure feel: human, innovative and ambitious.

Both design and construction works have started. uniQure expects to relocate in early 2017!